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Radar backscattet images of Guinevere Plauitia were obtained at 1 5  to 2.0 km resolution by the Arecih 126 cm 
radar system during the summer of 1988 (1). Extensive sections of the area imaged during the 1988 conjunction are 
composed of contiguous radar backscalm units which are interpreted 3 volcanic flows and complexes of flgws. 
Within the northern hemisphere Arecibo data cmrently pmxsed, 5 x 10 square kilometers (of a total 32 x 10 sq. 
h. or 15%) can be identified as volcanic plains. The specific naarre of the volcanic procews which have created 
this tenain may have had a significant impact on the thermal evolution of the planet. We are analyzing the Arecibo 
data to determine, where possible, the nature and distribution of the source regions for the flow complexes in 
addition to the charactc&ia and distiaguishing feaktxes of the flow unit complexes. Ptesented here is a subset of 
the Arecibo data displaying a region due east of Theia Mons (latitude limits: 12N to 265N. longitude limits: 
296.25E to 3 14.75E). The incidence angle ranges h m  approximately 20° at the southern limit of the area to 35O at 
the northern limit We are analyzing the data in conjunction with the Pioneer Venus Altimetry (2), including RMS 
slope and reflectivity, as well as the Pioneer Venus SAR data set using both visual inspection and statistical 
methods. 

The sub-area presented here is characterized in the h i  backscatter data by regionally extensive mottled 
plains which are interpreted as intercalated volcanic flow complexes. Although the majority of the individual flows 
which comprise these complexes are below the resolution of the M b o  data, some individual flows associated with 
identified volcanic sources can be seen within the data. On the basis of visnal inspection of the M b o  image eight 
relative backscatter units have been identified and mapped Six of the identified units are based on differing degrees 
of backscatter and are label 'homogeneous' on the accompanying sketch map (figure I). These six units are number 
1 (darkest) through 6 (lightest) in levels of increasing &hatter. The other two units are based on textural 
differences and are labelled 7 (mottled terrain) and 8 (heated terrain). The darkest unit (unit 1) is a very localized 
unit of extremely low backscaaer and is in all cases associated with an apparent volcanic point some and seems to 
be superposed on the other units. The remaining homogeneous units are more difficult to associate with a source 
region and make up the bulk of the mosaic pattem. Many of the units have a rectilinear form with edges oriented 
approximately N45E and N45W. There is no consistently discernible age relationship between these units. The 
mottled unit has an avaage backscaaer between homogeneous units 3 and 4 but has a higher standard deviation and 
has a patchy appearance on a scale of tens of kilometers. The lineated unit is of limited extent and is associated with 
local highs in topography and with the regionai slope to the west of the study area which grades up into Beta Regio. 
Several of the backscatter units mapped appear to be composed of flow complexes originating from different source 
regions. The most notable case of this is the large area mapped as unit 2 in the center of the region, which, on the 
basis of topographic data and detailed inspection seems to emanate f?om widely seperated source regions. With the 
exception of the darkest unik which appears to be a locally young unif the stratigraphic relationships of this region 
are unknown and are quite complex. However, it does seem evident that a simple relation of relative brightness to 
relative age is not appropriate (3). It is to be expected that the surface roughness will be the result of a complex 
interplay of various parameters including eruption temperature, rheology, preexisting topography, and eruption 
rate@) This puts into question the distribution of the latest volcanic activity qs mapped by Basilevsky and others (5) 
based on the assumption that bright flows are the youngest. 

For each of the Arecii backscaaer units, Pioneer Venus measurements of topography, RMS slope, and 
reflectivity were compiled (table I). The correlation of unit boundaries and surface slopes is consistent with the 
interpretation of the units as flow complexes conmiled by regional and local slopes (figwe 2). The RMS slope of 
the region has an average value of 3.6 degrees and a standard deviation of 12. The reflectivity has an average value 
of 0.12 and a standard deviation of 0.03. Neither the RMS slope nor the reflectivity display any strong correlations 
with the Arecibo units on a unit by unit basis with the possible exception of backscatter unit 6. Unit 6 is the brightest 
of Areclh units and also has the highest mean RMS slope on the basis of Pioneer Venus measurements. The general 
lack of correlation between backscatter units and RMS slope or reflectivity suggests that the cause of the Arecibo 
backscatter variation is the small-scale surface roughness rather then surface variations on the order of tens of 
wavelengths or varying dielectric proper&ies. We are currently performing a cluster analysis based on Pioneer Venus 
RMS slope, reflectivity, SAR, and Arecibo. The locations and footprint sizes of the Pioneer Venus altimeter data set 
are used to calculated average Pioneer Venus SAR and Arecibo values for each altimeter point. This data is being 
analyzed to further study the data correlations and spatial relationships on a point by point basis. 

Many of the morphologic feamres which would aid in mapping individual flow boundaries and developing a 
relative stratigraphy as well as characterizing the nature of the source regions are below the resolution of the Arecibo 
system. It can be expected that the Magellan mission will go a long way to, recufying this situation. The region 
presented here will be imaged by Magellan fairly early in the mission with incidence angles somewhat higher (35O 
to 45O ) though comparable to the h b o  data but at much higher resolution (120 to 300 meters.). The possibility 
of further data collection during extended mission cycles with complementary incidence angles for selected plains 
regions would allow considerable improvement in the understanding of this regionally extensive terrain type and the 
mode and rehive timing of emplacement events. 
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Table 1 - Average Amcibo Unit DN, PV RMS S & p ,  PV Reflectivity 

1 Unit Mean Arecibo Std Dev. Mean Slope Std. Dev. Mean Reflectivirv Std Dev. I 

- 

* insufficient measmmeno far meaningful statistics 

Figure 1 - Arecibo Radar Backscatter Unit Map 

Figure 2 - Pioneer Venus Topography 
D a t u m :  6851. Contour Increnent :  .2 h. 
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